
The opportunity and challenge
Engineering and manufacturing highly complex 
products to customer specifications can be 
daunting, even with the latest digital design 
technologies. Automating design, engineering, 
and sales processes can result in many 
benefits, including faster design and product 
customization, more efficient engineering and 
manufacturing production, streamlined product 
delivery, and more accurate sales estimates for 
customers. For many industrial machinery and 
building product fabricators and equipment 
manufacturers, automation is the fast track 
to accelerated growth and new business. But 
understanding where to start with the next 
level of automation can prove challenging 
without additional professional guidance.

The solution 
Autodesk® Engineer-to-Order (ETO) Services help 
manufacturing companies develop a strategic 
approach to engineering and sales automation, one 
that closely aligns business goals with opportunities 
for improvement. Our structured methodology 
assists business leaders in prioritizing the products, 
product lines, or projects that will derive the 
greatest benefit from this process transformation. 
Combining deep product knowledge with industry 
domain expertise, Autodesk® Consulting helps 
companies to carefully plan how to integrate 
an Autodesk® Inventor® Engineer-to-Order 
solution that maximizes return on investment, 
shortens engineering and sales cycle times, and 
results in a significant business advantage. 

The benefits
Industry best practices

Our global team of professionals and network 
of partners bring together best practices from 
a wide range of successful projects, as well as 
unparalleled expertise in developing solutions 
that address business transformation, enterprise 
implementation, and change management issues. 
These solutions help customers drive strategic 
business alignment, improve collaboration, and 
accelerate technology adoption across the 
enterprise for a greater business advantage.

Engineer-To-Order Services
Helping companies build automated workflows

 
Strategic approach to Engineer-to-Order 
solutions

Our structured approach to strategic business 
alignment, process transformation, and 
adoption accelerates return on investment in 
Autodesk Inventor ETO solutions. Manufacturing 
companies that have successfully implemented 
ETO and automated their design, engineering, 
and sales processes have benefited by:

•	 Winning new business by making Design and 
Engineering a strategic asset

•	 Dramatically reducing quote and order 
turnaround times 

•	 Increasing reuse of existing engineering assets 

•	 Increasing margins with higher initial bid 
accuracy

With the help of Autodesk’s design automation 
software and Autodesk Consulting’s best practices 
around process improvements and thought leadership, 
we were able to convert our overall design time 
from four weeks to the click of a button.

-Gary Foucault
Lead Vessel Designer and Project Manager
Cameron Process Systems Canada
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Engineer-To-Order Service Offerings

ETO Strategy
Helps business leaders align engineering and 
sales automation capabilities and benefits with 
organizational goals and business priorities. 
Identifies opportunities for improvement and 
analyzes the process and organizational changes 
that will be needed for implementation.
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Autodesk Consulting

For more information
Contact your Autodesk Sales or Consulting professional to help identify the most appropriate consulting services to meet your business needs.

ETO Implementation and Integration
Implements a customized and comprehensive ETO 
solution including training, content creation, rule 
authoring, desktop and web user interface creation, 
server side development, and output generation.

ETO Adoption and Change Management
Transitions the automation application into pro-
duction and extends its lifecycle with adoption 
planning, end user training, deployment, optimi-
zation, and software and content maintenance 
and support.

About Autodesk Consulting
Autodesk® Consulting delivers world-class consulting services that help leading companies 
across diverse industries quickly adopt and realize value from Autodesk® technology. We offer 
a comprehensive set of services derived from extensive product knowledge and broad industry 
expertise. Customers engaging Autodesk Consulting can expect to realize tangible benefits that 
help accelerate productivity, mitigate risks, and transform critical business processes to drive 
further innovation. 

Autodesk Consulting customers 

•	ASC Process Systems

•	Cameron Process Systems Canada

•	Dexion Limited

•	Evans Console

•	Hytrol Conveyor Company

•	K-Tron

•	Micro Motors

•	Pala Interstate

•	Parker Hannifin
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